
Kaido Battle is one of the late-comers 
looking for the Drift racing crown. It’s 
worth a mention because it’s the only 
drift racing game without arcade roots 
or handling.  It was first released in Ja-
pan in 2003 for PS2 and whilst a US 
release was planned, it was later can-
celled.  Two sequels followed—the first 
two games are clearly Touge racing.  
The third in the series combines Touge 
and Expressway. 
 
It was highly praised by the import 
crowd, so what of it? 
 
Well it's an odd beast is Kaido.  Kaido 2 
was finally released to the US and UK 
for PS2 only late 2005.  It is called Kaido 
Racer in the UK.  It shares similarities 
with Turismo...progression with money 
earned from racing and sim-based han-
dling.  But, the problem is Drift racing is 
inherently an arcade visceral grin festi-
val.  So it's rather at odds with other 
Drift games.  Thankfully it doesn’t have 
Manga. 
 
It's a nice handling model, has some 
great upgrades to cars and a good vari-
ety of them compared other drift 
games.  However it also has some seri-
ous failings which can easily annoy.  For 
instance the button config page doesn't 
allow the right analogue stick to be util-
ised for throttle.  A ridiculous omission 
really.  But remember drift racing needs 
a lot of left foot braking, so it’s not the 
problem you would think.  However far 
worse is that it doesn’t make use of the 
analogue DS2 pad buttons, you either 
floor it or not.  Next on the gripe list - 
the graphics fail to take advantage of 
the beautiful scenery in which you're 
racing....no wide open vistas...very dull, 
very big mistake.  Add to this the awful 
music, so-so engine sound and a rather 
annoying learning steps (not a curve) 
and it really makes you appreciate why 
it’s actually quite unpopular at retail.   
 
In an effort to increase your drift score 
and complete a challenge enabling the 
game to play on can be frustrating.  It 
often means holding your car sideways 
at every corner until you literally stop, 
then slowly getting off again to the next 
corner.  It’s a great reminder about 
what you love about most racing 
games...the speed and the racing lines 
and the ’zone’.   
 
I don't want to like this game, but logic 
defies me on this occasion. The sole 
reason for playing onward is because it 
feels like a game.  That's a GAME where 
you play for points.  And perhaps that's 
the entire point about home-drift-
racing.  Be scored on how great your 
drifts are.  It's a humbling experience to 
be reminded of where games came 
from...the high score competitiveness 
drives you on.  But for me, I don’t mind 
a dabble with serious drifting but I’d 
take Battle Gear over this any day of the 
week. 
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